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Interviewer: What happened to the ship that left Lemuria and arrived a year ago on
Earth, in this timeline?

Anéeka: That ship is still in high Earth orbit and is in the care of the Federation. It is
huge, about 2 km. It has the shape of two fat tubes glued side by side. It's more than
12,000 years old since it left Earth. It is abandoned. It is of human Lemurian
manufacture, so it is said, although to me it does not seem so.

It looks like it was an old exploration ship. Its technology is very low or outdated.
There is no one inside, but there are signs of blood in the corridors and lots and lots
of small weapon damage inside and everything is destroyed. It looks like something
ugly and bad happened inside.
 
Outside it looks like someone used it a long time ago for target shooting, like from
another ship. It is badly damaged. Its engines are useless and it only came back on
impulse.

If the Federation had not stopped it, it would have collided with the Earth, since it had
a surface arrival trajectory.  

To this date, we don't know what happened inside, and the investigation has only
been postponed, because no one is interested in putting themselves at risk going in
there.

Interviewer: And how does it stay in orbit?

Anéeka: Just on impulse. But sooner or later somebody will have to correct it out of
orbit again because yes, it's deteriorating over time.

Interviewer: And why do you keep it in orbit with no one in it instead of stationing it
somewhere?

Anéeka: You can't just station it. Or, to put it another way, "to put it into orbit" is to
station it. You need a certain speed depending on the object and its characteristics
and the distance from the Earth for it to remain in equilibrium.

Interviewer: And why don't you think it's Lemurian human-made?

Anéeka: Because at that time Lemuria was full of other races. Yes, it is true that there
were humans and, as we have said, other terrestrial civilizations were also advanced,
but I just don't feel it is logical that it was manufactured by humans as it is, because it
was the time of the formation of the very definition of humans. Just because of that.

Interviewer: I understand, thank you. And do you know where it came from and where
it was going to land, theoretically?

Anéeka: When it was detected near Mars, it was only known that it was returning. It is



not known without further investigation where it came from. Just that it would have
arrived at the calculated location in the Pacific Ocean, right where Lemuria was. This
is calculated by the speed of the spacecraft and its trajectory. Also, that is why it does
not make much sense for an asteroid to hit the Earth. First, it is stopped by the
countless races and ships in orbit that are present all the time.

Interviewer: And the ship, how many crew members did it carry?

Anéeka: It is not known.

Interviewer: And why is it putting yourself at risk to go in there?

Anéeka: It is believed that there could be something undetected inside. We are not
ruling out an unidentified animal such as a "lurker" from "Alien", for example, or
something similar. Getting in there is extremely dangerous, simply because the
known access points are destroyed and there is debris of metal pieces all over the
corridors, holes, wires hanging down and everything dark. A lot of blood was reported
by the Taygeta team that tried to enter. This is more than two years ago now, it's not
that recent. So, it's a very macabre and disturbing thing to go in there.

Interviewer: Do you think an animal could stay alive that long in there?

Anéeka: It's scary, that ship, really. If it's a space-adapted animal, yes it's possible. As
they illustrate in the not-so-sci-fi saga of "Alien," a cold-adapted animal is sometimes
just waiting for a host to show up.
 
There are a lot of "alien" animals in space. Things no one understands yet. The
Federation and Taygeta also have records of countless unknown hostile animals. The
5D is not as it is painted, all love and peace, that is above. As we always say, there
are stages to go before we reach those higher densities. In the meantime, the law of
the jungle still persists in general, but it depends on each planet.


